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**Instructions**

You can print the templates out on the back of the plain or patterned paper you are using for your envelope (this is the reason the lines are in pale grey to stop them showing through your paper) or if you prefer you can print off the templates on to card and draw around each piece. For each template cut out the pieces required as indicated. Glue all the pieces of the envelope together applying glue or tape where indicated on the template. You can glue the tabs on the inside or the outside of the base as gluing them to the outside can give a decorative effect if you’re using different paper for each piece. Fold along all the dashed lines and fold the two sides in first. Apply a small amount of glue to the sides of the bottom flap and fold upwards gluing it to the side flaps but not the inside of base. Fold down the top flap to finish forming your envelope.

You can buy envelope glue from craft and stationary stores if you wish to but it’s just as simple to use a sticker or small dab of glue or piece of tape to seal your envelope with. Experiment with your envelope design, add a patterned lining, use different patterns or colors for each of the pieces. Find unusual materials to make it out of, maybe fabric or felt for a really unusual and unique look.

Have fun!